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Abstract Especially in urbanized landscapes, habitat

fragmentation and increasing numbers of infrastructural

features may limit genetic exchange among wildlife pop-

ulations. Yet, whether this results in genetic differentiation

among individuals in different habitat fragments will

depend on both the species studied and the composition of

the landscape. European pine martens (Martes martes)

show clear spatial structure at a Europe-wide scale, but

whether gene flow among habitat patches can be main-

tained at a more local scale in intensively urbanized areas

remained unclear. Here, we analysed genotypic data from

270 pine martens sampled from locations scattered across

the Netherlands, one of the most densely populated areas in

the world. Using Bayesian clustering models we show that

most likely maximum two large subpopulations exist in the

Netherlands. We observed relatively low levels of genetic

differentiation and genetic evidence of regular long-dis-

tance dispersal by juveniles that must have crossed one or

multiple major highways. Our results suggest that genetic

exchange among Dutch pine martens has, until 2010, not

been impacted severely by the countries’ dense infras-

tructural network. Furthermore this species seems to have

maintained its genetic diversity despite a recent demo-

graphic bottleneck. These conclusions support the idea that

the effects of habitat fragmentation may strongly differ

between (groups of) species, and that prioritization and

optimization of management decisions thus requires direct

study of the targeted species.

Keywords Connectivity � Wildlife conservation �
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Introduction

Forested areas are becoming increasingly fragmented as a

result of land exploitation and the development of infras-

tructural features such as railways and highways. World-

wide, fragmentation and loss of natural habitat forms the

most important threat for wild species (Vitousek et al.

1997). Effects on biodiversity may be especially severe in

strongly urbanized areas like north-western Europe

(Mortelliti et al. 2010). Decreased size of forest patches

may reduce habitat quality and maximum local population

sizes of forest dwelling animals, which may increase

extinction risks due to both demographic and genetic

effects (Fahrig 2003). From a genetic point of view, small

populations may show reduced adaptability due to lack of

variation, as well as reduced fitness due to inbreeding

depression (DiBattista 2008). At the same time, larger

distances between patches or the presence of dispersal

barriers may reduce connectivity and thereby opportunities

for gene flow (Frankham et al. 2010). Understanding the

relative importance of these effects is of great importance
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for conservation management, as it helps to decide whether

mitigating measures should focus on habitat reconstruction

or primarily on the development of dispersal corridors. Yet,

responses are variable among groups of species (Blanchet

et al. 2009). Many carnivorous mammals are dispropor-

tionately affected by habitat destruction, as they typically

occur in low densities and thus require large areas to sus-

tain a genetically viable population (Henle et al. 2004).

Yet, if connectivity between patches is sufficiently high,

individuals in various interconnected fragments may

effectively function as a single population. Assessing levels

of connectivity thus is essential, but not straightforward in

complex urbanized landscapes. While local barriers may

constrain genetic exchange between habitats on opposite

sides, such barriers may occasionally be passed or cir-

cumvented, especially by carnivorous mammals showing

high juvenile dispersal over potentially large distances

(Gehrt et al. 2010). Depending on the behaviour and

demography of the study species, and the composition of

the landscape, urbanization may or may not result in a

subdivision of a population into multiple genetically iso-

lated groups. Whether this is the case for relatively small

mammals, such as mustelids, in one of the most urbanized

areas in the world, the Netherlands, remained largely

unclear until now. In the Netherlands, strong urbanization

and mass motorization have occurred after the second

world war. A dense network of motorways was constructed

in a relatively short period of time, with a strong peak in

the 1960’s to 1980’s and a more gradual intensification

afterwards (e.g. Staal 2003).

European pine martens (Martes martes) are an excellent

example of a mid-sized mustelid still found to inhabit

fragmented habitats in urban landscapes, while its low

population densities and reproductive rates may make it

particularly vulnerable to loss and change of habitat (Per-

toldi et al. 2008; but see Mergey et al. 2012). Pine martens

show strong territoriality, resulting in large home ranges

and high dispersal of, at least in the Netherlands (Broe-

khuizen and Müskens 2000), especially the juvenile males.

Natal dispersal distances of up to 9 km in females and up to

181 km in males were reported for the related American

marten (Martes americana; Johnson et al. 2009), suggest-

ing that occasional dispersal over[100 km may also occur

in pine martens.

Due to a combination of habitat loss, persecution and

traffic accidents the European pine marten experienced

drastic population declines over the last century (e.g. Jor-

dan et al. 2012). Several genetic studies were conducted to

quantify effects on genetic variation. Pertoldi et al. (2008)

showed a clear decline in genetic variation over time in

Danish pine marten populations. Kyle et al. (2003) showed

stronger spatial structure among populations of M. martes

than among populations of Martes americana (Kyle and

Strobeck 2002), which they attributed to a higher antro-

pogenic pressure on the European continent. Widespread

fragmentation of the European forests likely resulted in

increased isolation and consequential differentiation

between different European populations. Yet, as the pop-

ulations sampled by Kyle et al. (2003) were located hun-

dreds of kilometres apart, it remains unsure what happens

at a finer scales in urbanized landscapes.

In this study, we used samples gathered from localities

scattered throughout the Netherlands to assess to what

extent the urbanization of the Dutch landscape in the 20th

century has effected the genetic exchange and maintenance

of variation among the pine martens living in its fragmented

forests. Due to declines in the 1970’s and 1980’s (Müskens

et al. 2000), the number of Dutch pine martens was esti-

mated to be reduced to about 400 in the 1990’s (Thissen

et al. 2010). Most pine martens occurred and reproduced in

three key forest areas (Veluwe, Utrechtse Heuvelrug and

Drents-Friese Wold) and a swamp forest in the north of the

country (Wieden-Weerribben). Population sizes started to

increase again after 2000 (see Figure S1 of the Electronic

Supplementary Material), but the genetic consequences of

the past declines remained unknown (Jansman and Broe-

khuizen 2000). We hypothesized that the demographic

bottleneck in the 20th century has reduced genetic variation

and increased spatial differentiation between key habitats

(Barton and Charlesworth 1984), and that the intensification

of traffic networks that occurred in parallel will have ham-

pered the potential of recent increases in population size to

restore gene flow. To test these hypotheses, the following

questions were addressed: (1) To what extent are pine

martens in different habitat patches genetically differenti-

ated and acting as individual populations?; (2) Does the

Dutch urbanized landscape impose genetic barriers to pine

martens?; and (3) How much genetic variation do(es) the

Dutch population(s) comprise?

Materials and methods

Sampling strategy

In the 1980’s, Alterra started the collection of detailed data

on the occurrence and distribution of pine martens in the

Netherlands (e.g. Müskens and Broekhuizen 1986). From

1991 onwards, this survey was intensified in collaboration

with the Dutch Pine marten Working Group (e.g. Thissen

et al. 2010), and starting from 1992 it included the col-

lection of tissue samples from dead individuals (mainly

traffic casualties). Between 1992 and 2010, a total of 251

dead individuals were collected throughout the country

(Fig. 1) and delivered to Alterra, where a small sample of

tongue tissue was removed for DNA extraction during
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post-mortem investigation. Samples of 127 individuals

were collected from 1992 to 2000, mainly in the four core

habitat areas (see Fig. S2 of the Online Electronic Mate-

rials). The remaining 124 tissue samples were collected

from 2001 to 2010 and included samples from other parts

of the country where numbers of pine martens had been

increasing, such as the coastal area (see Figure S3).

Additionally, 66 faecal samples were collected between

April 2009 and May 2010 in the Wieden-Weerribben

swamp forest. Samples were directly submerged in 96 %

ethanol and stored at -21 �C in the lab.

Laboratory procedures

The DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit and the QIAamp DNA

Stool Mini Kit (both QIAGEN) were used to extract DNA

from tissue and faecal samples, respectively. Amplification

was performed for nine microsatellite loci: GG454 (Walker

et al. 2001), MA1, MA2 and MA4 (Davis and Strobeck

1998), MEL1 and MEL6 (Bijlsma et al. 2000), MEL10

(Domingo-Roura 2002), MVI20 and MVI57 (O’Connell

et al. 1996). For DNA extracts from faeces, a tenth locus

(DBY7Ggu, located on the Y-chromosome) was amplified

for sex determination. After prior tests during a pilot study,

optimized PCR reactions were performed in volumes of

10 ll, including 0.3 Units of Taq (Invitrogen Taq DNA

polymerase), amounts of PCR buffer and W-1 according to

the Invitrogen protocol, 100 nM of both primers, 200 lM

of each dNTP, 3 mM MgCl2 and 320 lg/ml BSA. 2 ll of

DNA-template was used per reaction, containing between 4

and 40 ng DNA in case of extracts from tissues. The fol-

lowing PCR programme was used for tissue samples:

94 �C for 2 min, 30 cycles at 94 �C for 30 s, 56–64 �C for

30 s, 72 �C for 30 s and a final extension step of 1 min at

72 �C. For faecal samples, a different programme was

used: 94 �C for 2 min, 36 cycles at 94 �C for 30 s,

56–64 �C for 30 s, 72 �C for 1 min and a final extension

step of 20 min at 72 �C. Forward primers were labelled

with either IRD-700 or IRD-800 for analysis on a Li-Cor

4300 platform. Samples were first amplified for the locus

MEL10, which can be used to distinguish pine martens

from stone martens (Martes fiona; Pilot et al. 2007), and

samples that did not amplify or that were identified as stone

marten were discarded. Genetic profiles of tissue samples

were based on a single PCR-reaction per locus. Genotypes

with missing data for[1 locus were considered unreliable

and were discarded from the data analysis. For faecal

samples, a multi-tube approach with three independent

PCR reactions per locus per sample was used to minimize

genotyping errors (allelic dropout and false alleles). In

accordance with the approach described in Koelewijn et al.

(2010), we first amplified a single locus (MEL10) for all

samples. The other loci were only amplified for samples

that showed three times the same genotype for MEL10.

Any samples that did not show the same genotype at all

loci were considered unreliable and were discarded from

the data analysis.

Tests for genotypic linkage disequilibrium in the total

dataset were performed for all possible pairs of loci using a

log-likelihood ratio G-test and Bonferroni correction in

FStat (v.2.9.3; Goudet 1995). The same software was applied

to test for deviations from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium

(HWE) per locus among samples. We used MicroChecker

v.2.2.3 (Van Oosterhout et al. 2004) to check for null alleles,

genotyping errors and allelic dropout per locus.

Inference of population structure

Although the distribution of pine martens in the Nether-

lands centres around a few core habitats, sampling locali-

ties were scattered all over the country (Fig. 1). No

detailed data were available on the occurrence of repro-

duction outside the core habitats. As one of the primary

goals of this study was to assess the presence of geo-

graphical barriers separating different mating groups, we

chose not to subdivide the dataset into a priori defined

populations. Rather, we applied individual-based Bayesian

Fig. 1 Spatial distribution of locations from which samples were

obtained. Dark grey dots indicate dead individuals (tissue samples),

light grey triangles indicate faecal samples. Forested areas are indicated

in green. The main forest habitats inhabited by pine martens are

encircled on the map (DFW Drents-Friese Wold; UH Utrechtse

Heuvelrug; V Veluwe; WW Wieden-Weerribben). (Color figure online)
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clustering methods to define the number of populations and

to assign each individual to a population, and afterwards

assessed levels of genetic variation within and gene flow

between the inferred populations (Ball et al. 2010). Two

complementary Bayesian clustering programs were

applied. We first used STRUCTURE (v.2.3.3; Pritchard

et al. 2000), a program that estimates the probability Pr

(X|K) of the data to conform to a predefined number pop-

ulations (K) and estimates per individual the probability

q to belong to each of the clusters. We ran STRUCTURE

for K = 1 to K = 10, under the admixture model.

Although using a model with correlated allele frequencies

would be in line with the hypothesized subdivision due to

habitat fragmentation, we could not exclude the possibility

that a substructure was already present before this frag-

mentation took place, and therefore repeated the analysis

assuming uncorrelated allele frequencies. Runs were

replicated five times for each K value, using 500.000

MCMC iterations and a 50.000 iterations burn-in period.

We then determined DK (Evanno et al. 2005) using

STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl and vonHoldt 2011) to

infer the optimal number of clusters. Secondly, we applied

GENELAND (v.4.0.0; Guillot et al. 2008), again testing

both the correlated and uncorrelated allele frequency

models, while incorporating spatial data. 10 replicate runs

were performed (settings: 500.000 iterations per run, burn-

in period of 50.000, thinning rate of 100, maximum number

of nuclei of 300, and assuming individual admixture and

filtering for null alleles). K was defined based on the result

of run with the highest average log posterior density

(ALPP; Guillot et al. 2012), and results for the five best

runs with equal K-value were selected for further analysis.

For each model, we tested the repeatability of the cluster

assignments and matched the results of the five replicate

runs via CLUMPP (Jakobsson and Rosenberg 2007). Per

individual, the modal cluster assigment was based on the

population with the highest q-value in the analysis.

The inference of the number of clusters via theDKmethod

may only detect the uppermost level of hierarchical structure

(Evanno et al. 2005). We therefore applied a hierarchical

framework, in which the dataset was split along the K

detected clusters, and then the same Bayesian clustering

analyses were repeated on each of the clusters to test for any

further substructure (Evanno et al. 2005).

Genetic differentiation between the core habitat areas

was quantified as GST (Nei 1987). SMOGD (v.1.2.5;

Crawford 2010) was used to calculate unbiased estimates

of HS and HT (Nei 1973) per locus. Values for both metrics

were averaged across loci before calculating GST.

Principal component analysis (PCA), based on binary

presence data per allele per locus, was applied in order to

assess the level of variation in allelic composition among

individuals in the four core habitat areas, as well as within

and between the inferred clusters. The added value of this

analysis is that it answers a different question than the

Bayesian algorithms, as it groups individuals based on

similarity in allelic variants rather than based on HWE (De

Groot et al. 2012). Therefore, it allows assessment of the

extent to which the clusters inferred via Bayesian algo-

rithms contain different combinations of alleles instead of

simply differing in allele frequencies. The analysis was

conducted in PCord (v.6.0; McCune and Mefford 1999).

Geographic X and Y coordinates were incorporated as

quantitative variables in a secondary matrix to check for

the effect of spatial distribution on genetic composition.

Influence of potential confounding factors

The presence of full siblings among the genotyped indi-

viduals was inferred via COLONY (Wang and Santure

2009), assuming male polygamy and female monogamy, a

diploid dioecious species, inbreeding, and unknown pop-

ulation allele frequencies. We only accepted full-sib dyads

for which the maximum likelihood analysis reported a

probability of 1. Identified sibs were then removed prior to

the Bayesian clustering analyses, as the presence of close

relatives may result in ambiguous clustering output

(Rodrı́guez-Ranilo and Wang 2012).

Furthermore, we are aware that sampling was performed

over a time interval of 18 years (1992–2010), a period

during which we know that the urbanization of the Dutch

landscape has to some extent continued, and distribution

patterns of pine martens may have changed (Thissen et al.

2010). To check for potential differences in the distribution

of genetic variation over time, we split the dataset into

subsets of samples collected before and after 1 January

2001. For both time periods, the suite of Bayesian clus-

tering analyses described above was then repeated for both

subsets to check whether the same clusters were obtained.

We checked for a temporal change in spatial differentiation

by calculating GST between the main geographical regions

identified in the clustering analyses, based on the total

dataset as well as for the subsets of samples collected

before and after 1 January 2001.

Likewise, we sampled mainly from traffic casualties,

thereby potentially oversampling dispersing individuals.

Since male-biased dispersal has been observed in the

Netherlands, we reanalysed the dataset while including

either only females (36 % of the individuals) or only adults

(52 % of the individuals). Both sets were again analysed

using all four Bayesian clustering models.

Analyses of genetic variation

To check for a recent genetic bottleneck as a result of

reduced population sizes in the 20th century, we tested for
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deviations from a normal L-shaped allele frequency dis-

tribution using the software package BOTTLENECK,

assuming an I.A.M. mutation model (Cornuet and Luikart

1996).

Various measures of genetic diversity were calculated

for the total set of samples, as well as for the inferred

clusters. The mean number of alleles per locus (A) and the

mean number of private alleles per locus (Ap) were cal-

culated by hand. Allelic richness (A-r) was calculated by

means of rarefaction in Fstat. Observed heterozygosity

(Ho) was calculated in Genepop (Raymond and Rousset

1995). Expected heterozygosity (He; Nei 1987), and the

fixation index Fis were calculated using Fstat. Random-

ization tests were applied to test for significant deviation

from HWE within clusters. We assessed levels of isolation

by distance (IBD), by performing an individual-based

analysis in Genepop. We tested for a difference in Ar

between the first and second decade of sampling via a

paired-sample t test in SPSS (v.22; IBM Corp.), using

markers are replicates.

Results

Marker performance and total variation

Reliable genetic fingerprints were obtained from 24 of the 66

faecal samples (39.4 %). PI(SIB) was 0.0035, indicating only

0.35 % chance even for full siblings to have identical

genotypes at the nine loci applied. Therefore, in case mul-

tiple scats from the same area showed the same multilocus

genotype, these were interpreted as originating from the

same individual. In this way, 19 individuals were detected

based on faecal samples. This resulted in a total dataset of

270 individuals, of which 170 were males and 95 were

females. For 5 individuals the sex could not be determined.

Locus GG454 showed a significant non-random association

with two other loci (MA2 and MVI57; P\ 0.001). A sig-

nificant homozygote excess was detected for locus MVI20

(Fis = 0.692; P\ 0.001), likely due to the presence of null

alleles. Both loci were discarded from further analysis.

A characterization of the genetic variation within the

total set of Dutch pine martens is presented in Table 1. On

average, 5.4 alleles were observed per locus (values rang-

ing from 2–7; see Table S1 of the Electronic Supplemen-

tary Material). Mean observed heterozygosity (0.629) was

slightly lower than the mean expected heterozygosity

(0.662), resulting in a slightly positive FIS, but variation

among loci was high (Table S1) and no significant deficit

or excess of heterozygotes was detected. BOTTLENECK

results showed no deviation from the L-shaped allele fre-

quency distribution expected under a mutation-drift

equilibrium.

Using COLONY, based on the dataset with seven loci,

16 sets of individuals (all juveniles or subadults) were

identified as full siblings (Table 2). Most sets concerned

pairs, and set members were sampled 0–4 years apart. In

10 cases siblings were found [25 km apart, with a maxi-

mum of 87.6 km (Table 2). As shown in Fig. 2 and

Table 2, in nine occasions the sampling locations of these

siblings were separated by one or more major highways,

indicating successful dispersal across these potential bar-

riers by at least one of them.

Spatial genetic structure

Principle component analysis (PCA) based on genotypes of

the individuals inhabiting the four core habitat areas indi-

cated strong overlap between the two northern habitats

(Drents-Friese Wold and Wieden-Weerribben) as well as

between the two central habitats (Utrechtse Heuvelrug and

Veluwe), but more limited overlap between the northern

and central habitats (Fig. 3a). This was supported by GST

values for genetic differentiation, which were \0.03

between the northern and between the central habitats, but

were [0.06 between habitats in the north and habitats in

the south (Table 3(a)).

A PCA based on the total dataset (Fig. 3b) showed that

the geographical position of the individuals along the X

and Y coordinates explained respectively 13.2 and 34.9 %

of the genetic variation along the first two axes. Further-

more, considerable and significant correlation was detected

between pairwise geographic and genetic distances among

individuals based on a Mantel test (R = 0.134; P\ 0.001),

Table 1 Characterization of each of the two genetic clusters detected

via STRUCTURE (the uncorrelated and correlated frequency models

showed equal results) and via the uncorrelated frequency model in

GENELAND

Total STRUCTURE GENELAND

NL Central North Central North

N 270 189 81 180 90

A 5.4 5.4 4.3 5.0 4.6

Ar NA 4.9 4.3 4.7 4.6

Ap NA 1.3 0.0 0.8 0.4

He 0.662 0.650 0.654 0.655 0.657

Ho 0.628 0.648 0.652 0.642 0.649

Fis 0.034 0.002 0.002 0.013 0.008

Values are given for mean number of alleles per locus (A), allelic

richness (Ar, based on rarefaction per clustering model), mean num-

ber of private alleles per locus (Ap), expected and observed

heterozygosity (He and Ho) and fixation index (Fis)

Separate values per locus are available for A and He as an online

supplement (Table S1)
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Table 2 Number of full

siblings, sampling period, and

maximum geographic distance

and major highways in between

them, per set detected by

COLONY among 270

genotypes of pine martens

Set Sampling period Number of siblings Maximum distance Major highways

1 2001 2 4.1 None

2 2008–2010 3 30.3 None

3 2000–2002 4 39 A32

4 2001 2 0 None

5 1996–2000 2 33.9 A32

6 2002–2004 2 48.2 A32

7 1995–1997 2 12.2 None

8 1996 2 69.5 A1, A28

9 2006–2008 2 87.6 A1, A27, A28

10 1999–2000 2 2.2 None

11 1992–1996 3 25.2 A12

12 1996 2 25.5 A30

13 2000–2002 2 1.8 None

14 1995–1997 2 16.7 A1

15 1996–1999 2 35.3 A1, A50

16 2008–2010 2 0.7 None

See Fig. 2 for a visual plot of their geographic locations

Fig. 2 Geographic location of

the 16 sets of full siblings

detected via COLONY. Sibs

share the same set number.

Males are depicted by triangles,

females are depicted by circles.

Fat yellow lines are highways,

thin black lines are railways.

Forests are indicated in green,

urban areas are indicated in

orange. (Color figure online)
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indicating an isolation by distance effect at a country-wide

scale.

The DK value calculated based on the output of the cor-

related allele frequencies models in STRUCTURE showed a

clear optimum at K = 2 (see Fig. 4). At K = 2, a distinction

between a northern (‘‘North’’) and central (‘‘Central’’)

cluster could be observed when plotting modal cluster

assignments on a map (Fig. 5a). Some overlap was present

and many individuals showed an admixed cluster member-

ship (Fig. 6a). Under the uncorrelated model in STRUC-

TURE, highly similar patterns were found and model cluster

assignments were the same for all but three individuals. To

avoid redundancy in the graphs, only the results of the cor-

related model are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.

Under the uncorrelated frequencies model in GENE-

LAND, all runs consistently again detected two clusters

(ALPP ranging from -9487.8 to -9400.9). However,

22 % of the individuals were assigned differently com-

pared to STRUCTURE, resulting in a much clearer geo-

graphic distinction between the ‘‘North’’ and ‘‘Central’’

cluster (Fig. 5c). Only a small number of admixed indi-

viduals was detected (Fig. 6b). No interpretable spatial

structure was present under the correlated frequencies

model in GENELAND. The various model runs consis-

tently suggested the presence of 7 clusters, yet individual

assignments strongly varied among runs. As a result, the

integrated cluster assignments as calculated via CLUMPP

resulted in a situation where all individuals were assigned

with almost equal probabilities to all 7 clusters (Fig. 6c),

thus not allowing any valid spatial interpretation.

A second round of analyses was applied to each of the

two clusters initially inferred under the STRUCTURE and

uncorrelated GENELAND models. Using GENELAND,

this resulted in K = 1 for both groups, thus suggesting no

further substructure. Using STRUCTURE, this resulted in

K = 1 for the ‘‘North’’ cluster, but K = 4 for the ‘‘Cen-

tral’’ cluster. These subclusters were, however, fully spa-

tially intermixed and did not have any apparent biological

meaning. We therefore accepted K = 2 as the most

meaningful level of spatial structure for our dataset.

Genetic differentiation between pine martens in the

North and Central area was very limited (GST = 0.034,

when based on the total dataset; Table 3(b)).

Genetic variation within and between the inferred

populations

Table 1 shows the level of genetic diversity expressed as

either the allelic diversity (A and Ar) or the expected

heterozygosity (He), for the total dataset as well as for each of

the two clusters, as inferred via either STRUCTURE or

GENELAND. The almost complete similarity in individual

assignments under the correlated and uncorrelated STRUC-

TURE models resulted in equal values for the various

parameters. The output of the correlated GENELAND model

was ignored, as individuals could not be assigned to clusters.

Fig. 3 Results of a principal components analysis (PCA) based on

presence data per allele per locus, for individuals inhabiting the four

core habitat areas (a 19.7 % explained variation along the first two

axes) and for all individuals in the total dataset (b 18.6 % explained

variation along the first two axes). The red vectors in b depict the

strength of the correlation between the axes of variation and

geographical position with respect to X and Y coordinates. (Color

figure online)
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Both in terms of allelic diversity (A and Ar) and in terms

of expected heterozygosity, little difference was observed

between the ‘‘North’’ and ‘‘Central’’ clusters (Table 1).

Both contained most of the variation present in the total

dataset. In STRUCTURE, the ‘‘North’’ cluster contained

somewhat less individuals, which resulted in a bit less

variation for this cluster, and a higher number of private

alleles (Ap) for the ‘‘Central’’ cluster. This was also

reflected by the PCA results, which showed less overlap in

allelic composition between clusters based on the

STRUCTURE output (Fig. 5b and d). In agreement with

model assumptions, no significant deviation from HWE

was detected. FIS values were close to zero for both clusters

under both models, but especially in STRUCTURE.

Changes in genetic variation and spatial structure

during the sampling period

When analysing two subsets of the data for respectively the

sampling period before and after 1-1-2001, allelic richness

did not show a significant difference (Ar = 4.8 before and

5.2 after 1-1-2001; t = -2.218; P = 0.063). Bayesian

clustering using the uncorrelated and correlated frequency

models in STRUCTURE and the uncorrelated model in

GENELAND in most cases supported a division into two

clusters, largely resembling the ‘‘North’’ and ‘‘Central’’

clusters found for the total dataset (see Table 4 for optimal

K-values, and Figure S2 and S3 of the Online Electronic

Supplements for maps of cluster assignments per individ-

ual). For the dataset consisting of only samples taken

before 2001, GENELAND assigned the southernmost

samples of the ‘‘Central’’ cluster to a separate group. The

correlated STRUCTURE model showed a third cluster,

which was however spatially intermixed with the ‘‘North’’

and ‘‘Central’’ cluster.

Genetic differentiation (GST) between the northern and

central core areas seemed slightly larger for the individuals

sampled before 1-1-2001 than for the individuals sampled

after this date (Table 3(b)), but this difference was not

significant (t = -1.221; P = 0.262).

Potential confounding factors

In case subsets of the data representing either only the

female individuals or only the adult individuals were used

as input for the Bayesian clustering models, GENELAND

consistently suggested a division into again a ‘‘North’’ and

‘‘Central’’ cluster. As for the subsets for different sampling

periods, STRUCTURE models sometimes suggested a

third group that was spatially intermixed with the ‘‘North’’

and ‘‘Central’’ cluster. Optimal K-values per model per

subset are given in Table 4; maps of spatial distribution of

the model cluster assignments are provided in Figures S4

and S5 of the Electronic Supplementary Material.

Discussion

Population structure as inferred by Bayesian

clustering models

Our results consistently suggested that the Dutch pine

martens can be subdivided into a northern and a central

subpopulation. This may reflect a relatively limited

Table 3 Measures of differentiation (GST)

DFW WW UH

(a)

WW 0.027

UH 0.068 0.064

V 0.076 0.084 0.023

Northern versus

central core areas

(b)

Total dataset 0.034

Before 1-1-2001 0.021

After 1-1-2001 0.032

Table (a) shows pairwise differentiation between four subgroups

defined on forehand based on the four core habitat areas (DFW

Drents-Friese Wold, WW Wieden-Weerribben, U Utrechtse Heuvel-

rug, V Veluwe)

Table (b) shows differentiation between the northern (DFW and WW)

and central (U and V) core areas. Differentiation between these

groups was calculated based on the total dataset, as well as based on

subsets for the time periods before and after 1 January 2001

Fig. 4 Evanno plot, showing DK values calculated based on the

output of the correlated allele frequencies models in STRUCTURE,

for different values of K
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dispersal between the central and northern core habitats.

These two habitats are separated by the river IJssel, and a

relatively open landscape on both sides of this river, which

may have prevented regular dispersal across this area. Yet,

based on our sibling analysis we have indications for a least

two such events (sibling groups 8 and 9 in Fig. 2). More-

over, drawing conclusions about the exact location of the

population boundary is dangerous, given the extent of the

spatial overlap in the two clusters shown in the Structure

output, but especially given the clear IBD pattern that was

Fig. 5 Maps showing the spatial distribution of cluster assignments

(a and c), and results of principal components analyses (PCA; b and

d). Colours represent modal cluster assignments per individual. a and

b show the results as inferred using STRUCTURE (correlated allele

frequencies model); c and d show the results as inferred using the

uncorrelated frequency model in GENELAND. Forested areas are

indicated in green on the maps. PCA plots show the position of each

individual along the first two axes of variation, which together

explained 18.6 % of the total variation in the dataset. (Color figure

online)
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present along a north–south axis. Strong IBD has been

shown to result in overestimation of the number of clusters

by Bayesian techniques in some conditions (Frantz et al.

2009). We do however consider a subdivision in two

subpopulations to be likely, as a difference in genetic

composition between them was also detected via PCA. The

presence of a few private alleles suggest that, besides

limited interdispersal, the observed subdivision may also

reflect a different origin. Exchange between the central

Dutch population and forest patches in the south of the

Netherlands and Belgium may exist (Koelewijn, unpub-

lished data), but remains uncertain without the future

inclusion of more samples from these areas, where the

species is relatively rare (Van den Berge et al. 2000).

Populations of moderate size seem present in North-Wes-

tern Germany and individuals from these populations may

have reached the north and east of the Netherlands.

Limited evidence for habitat isolation and dispersal

barriers

Our observation that the Dutch population of pine martens

did, after at least half a century of heavy urbanization in the

Dutch landscape, not split up into more than two large

subgroups is surprising. Given the relatively recent origin

of some of the landscape barriers, it is possible that during

our sampling period any genetic differentiation caused by

these barriers was still too weak to be picked up by the

applied clustering methods (Murphy et al. 2008). A

stronger signal may build up over time, potentially subdi-

viding the observed clusters into multiple groups in the

future. However, most of the major highways intersecting

or separating the core habitats for pine martens in the

Netherlands were already constructed between 1955 and

1975. Given an average lifespan of wild pine martens of

Fig. 6 Plots of cluster membership per individual, calculated via

CLUMPP based on the five best replicate runs of the correlated allele

frequencies model in STRUCTURE (a), and the uncorrelated (b) and

correlated (c) allele frequencies model in GENELAND. Each

individual is represented by a small vertical bar, divided in one or

more coloured segments. Colours represent different clusters,

segment lengths indicate relative cluster memberships. In a and b,

blue color represents the ‘‘North’’ cluster and red represents the

‘‘Central’’ cluster. The correlated and uncorrelated models in

STRUCTURE showed highly similar results. Under the correlated

model in GENELAND, the optimal number of clusters K was seven,

yet each individual was assigned in more or less equal proportions to

all seven clusters, thus not allowing any spatial interpretation (see

main text for more information). (Color figure online)

Table 4 Overview of the

optimal number of clusters K

detected when applying three

different Bayesian clustering

models on each of four subsets

of data

Subset STRUCTURE

(uncorrelated)

STRUCTURE

(correlated)

GENELAND

(uncorrelated)

Sampled before 1-1-2001 2 2 3

Sampled after 1-1-2001 2 3 2

Females only 2 3 2

Adults only 3 3 2

Only individuals sampled before 1 January 2001, only individuals samples after January 2001, only female

pine martens and only adult pine martens
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3–8 years, this suggests that between two and ten genera-

tions will have passed between the construction of these

roads and the onset of our sampling. Various studies have

shown that a few generations may be enough to be able to

observe negative effects on genetic differentiation and

diversity (see e.g. Holderegger and Di Giulio 2010),

although it must me noted that the number of microsatellite

loci applied in our study (seven) was limited compared to

some other studies which potentially may have caused us to

overlook a weak signal of genetic structure (e.g. Lowe

et al. 2004). In fact, we observed a putative (not significant)

upward trend over time in genetic differentiation between

pine martens in the northern and central core habitats.

Although the observed level of differentiation was still low

for the second decade of sampling (GST = 0.032; roughly

30 years after the construction of the main highways sep-

arating the northern and central habitats), this observation

may be an indication that gene flow is to some extent

affected and that a stronger spatial genetic differentiation

may arise in the future. We recommend periodic moni-

toring of the genetic structure of the Dutch pine martens

over the next decades to check for such an effect.

The observed lack of stronger differentiation until the

end of our sampling period could be explained from the

contemporary re-expansion of the population (Thissen

et al. 2010). Pine marten abundance has been increasing in

all four core habitats, and dispersal into the surrounding

more open habitats has been observed (see also the historic

and current distribution patterns in Figure S1). Further-

more, pairwise estimates of differentiation were low even

between the two subpopulations detected in our dataset,

and both subpopulations harboured a large part of the total

genetic variation present in the Netherlands. Private alleles

occurred, but were rare. We therefore conclude that

remaining connectivity between the Dutch pine marten

habitats is the most likely explanation for the observed

spatial structure.

Pine martens have been shown to often be tree-depen-

dent rather than forest-dependent, and may disperse along,

or occasionally even occupy, the tiny forest fragments and

bushes still remaining throughout the Dutch landscape (e.g.

Mergey et al. 2012). Evidence for successful dispersal over

long-distances and/or across potential barriers is provided

by the genetic identification of nine sets of full siblings that

were sampled at locations lying[25 km apart and/or were

separated by up to three major highways (and railways; see

Fig. 2). This included individuals sampled at regular time

intervals from 1995 (set 14; Table 2) up to 2008 (set 9;

Table 2), indicating that occasional long-distance dispersal

seems to have been possible throughout the sampling

period of 20 years. Moreover, it included arterial motor-

ways like the A1/E231 and A12/E35, which run from the

German border to respectively Amsterdam and The Hague.

Both highways intersect the core forest habitats Utrechtse

Heuvelrug and Veluwe (Fig. 2) and frequently cause traffic

casualties among pine martens. Additional evidence for

long-distance dispersal comes from the observation of

individuals assigned to the northern cluster in the coastal

area of Noord-Holland, suggesting that pine martens from

the northern habitats may have been able to walk along one

of the two dikes that cross the IJsselmeer lake in the middle

of the country.

Our results do not show any indications that open

agricultural areas or large bodies of water have been

functioning as barriers for gene flow. Likewise, the

expected genetic divergence between the Utrechtse Heu-

velrug and the Veluwe (Broekhuizen and Müskens 2000),

which are separated by a busy highway (A30) surrounded

by open terrain, was not (yet) supported by our data. These

results are in contrast with those of various other studies on

genetic structure in pine martens (e.g. Ruiz-González et al.

2014) and studies on different animal species, which

reported a genetic divergence between populations on

opposite sides of highways of similar age (e.g. Coulon et al.

2006; Lesbarrères et al. 2006). Clearly, effects of landscape

elements on landscape genetic patterns will vary from site

to site, as well as among species.

Levels of genetic variation

Field records have reported a strong decline in population

size for the Dutch pine martens in the 1970’s and 1980’s

(Müskens et al. 2000). Yet, our data did not show the

heterozygote excess or abnormal allele frequency distri-

bution expected in case this population reduction would

have resulted in a fast and recent loss of genetic diversity in

the population (i.e. a genetic bottleneck). This suggests that

the population was able to maintain most of its genetic

diversity even during this period. Furthermore, no loss of

diversity was observed between the first and second decade

of sampling. This, together with the observed evidence for

regular long-distance dispersal, including migration

between the two subpopulations, suggests that the total

population size of [400 pine martens in the Netherlands

may well be sufficient to maintain a high diversity in each

of the habitat patches inhabited (e.g. Frankham et al. 2010).

It is important to consider, however, that even if genetic

exchange was effectively maintained until now, these roads

clearly cause large numbers of traffic casualties each year,

and thereby do function as a barrier for dispersal. As such,

it may influence spatial demographic patterns, for instance

by hampering recolonization of locally extinct habitat

patches. Such potential effects may influence gene flow and

(local) diversity in the future. Close monitoring of both

demographic and genetic characteristics of the Dutch pine

martens will remain important in years to come.
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Conclusions

In marked contrast to our expectations, our results show

that past population reductions have not seriously impacted

levels of genetic variation among Dutch pine martens and

that potential barriers for dispersal seem not to impact

genetic exchange to such an extent that the Dutch popu-

lation is split up into many isolated subgroups. Given this

limited isolation, we expect the Dutch pine martens to be

able to maintain most of their current diversity, even in this

densely populated and highly urbanized landscape. This

surprising conclusion gives hope for the survival of pine

martens and related mustelids in our human-dominated

world, although ongoing urbanization may already have

started to impact gene flow at a yet still undetectable level

and may impact genetic diversity in the future. Besides, our

results reinforce the statement of Blanchet et al. (2009) that

the effects of habitat fragmentation may strongly differ

between (groups of) species, and should therefore be

assessed separately for organisms with different life his-

tories. While any potential negative impact of infrastruc-

tural works on wildlife connectivity is best avoided,

detailed and landscape-scale information on multiple spe-

cies would strongly aid managers to prioritize and optimize

measures to mitigate the effects of fragmentation.
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